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Introduction 

The Akkadian language, with a known history of more than 2000 years, 
for which two dictionaries are now almost finished, offers a unique op-
portunity for the study of lexical innovations and changes. New words 
emerge, old words change their meaning or become obsolete. Several 
questions can be addressed. How are new words formed? Which seman-
tic developments are attested? What is the relationship between old and 
new words? This paper concentrates on innovations and changes which 
can be observed in the Neo-Babylonian (NB) dialect. I do not intend 
completeness of the documentation. Rather, I will present a selection of 
64 typical and well attested words or phrases. The list of examples of 
lexical innovations below contains 7 columns. 
 
Attestation 

The word or phrase in the first column precedes the range of attestations 
in the second column. Some lexical innovations are also shared by Neo-
Assyrian (NA) and thus are common innovations of Akkadian in the 1st 
mill. BC rather than exclusive to the Babylonian dialect: see ak(k)ī, bēl 
piqitti, e¢ēru D and unqu. u!iltu in NA designates ‘an excerpt tablet’ but in 
NB a contract-tablet. The lexemes dannu, nikkassu, pirku, ša¢āru and širku 
are only rarely attested in NA. Some words are also attested in Standard 
Babylonian (SB) texts from the 1st millennium in addition to NB. These 
are NB innovations which found their way into the literary language: allā, 
¶amû, kādu, mār banê, nâpu/nūptu and širku. However, most of the lexical in-
novations analyzed in the following are attested exclusively in NB. 
 
 

                                                      
* I express my gratitude to C. Hess, who read the manuscript, corrected my 

English style and made useful remarks, and to V. Golinets, who provided me with 
material for the etyma of the Aramaic loanwords in Neo-Babylonian. 
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Form 

In the third column the form of lexical innovations is described. There 
are four possibilities. 
First, a lexical innovation can be a loan from another language. In 

NB, most loanwords originate from Aramaic (Aram.),1 like the words 
agâ (?), gildu, kiništu, lamūtānu, qubbulu, šelû and te!iqtu. akanna(ka) is 
probably a combination of Aram. hāk and Akkadian (Akk.) annû. At 
present, more than 250 loans from Aram. are attested in NB. Some 40 
loans in texts from the Achaemenid period originate from Old Per-
sian, and very few in texts from the Hellenistic period from Greek. 
Whether nāšu is also a loan, and if yes, from which language, is not 
clear. 
Second, a new word can be shaped by a Sumerian base. Given that 

Sumerian as a spoken language already died out more than 1000 years 
earlier, this is remarkable. On the other hand, this possibility is very rare 
and, not surprisingly, seems to be restricted to the spheres of cult and 
writing: see gi¢¢u, ‘receipt,’ lit. ‘long tablet,’ guqqû ‘a monthly offering’ and 
perhaps riqqu ‘oblate.’ 
Third, a new word or phrase is frequently derived from an older Ak-

kadian root or roots: adû (?), ak(k)ī, allā, ašša, bēl piqitti, bīt dulli, bīt narkabti/ 
qašti/sīsî, e¢ēru (?), ¶amû, kādu (?), kap(a)d (?), karammu, ana madakti alāku, 
ma¶īra epēšu, mār banê, mu´īptu, miš¶u, nâpu/nūptu (?), nubatta bâtu, pūta našû, 
sē¶û, šalânu-, ša¢āru, u!iltu, ūmussu and utru. For akanna(ka) see above. 
Fourth, some lexical innovations are restricted to new meanings im-

posed on older words: amēluttu, amur, babbanû, be!ēšu/bīšu, dannu, ¶arā´u, kī, 
lēta nadû, manzaltu, maškanu, mukinnu, na¶āsu, nasāku, našpartu, nikkassu, 
nis¶u, pappasu, pirku, qallatu, qallu, qalû, rasānu, etc., sissinnu, sūtu and unqu. 
 
Semantic change 

The fourth column gives the NB meaning of the word. For old words the 
meaning in earlier periods of Babylonian is presented in the fifth col-
umn. The sixth column tries to describe the semantic change of these 
words in general terms. Since in fact each word is a unique case, a de-
scription like this meets with some difficulties and can only give a first in-
sight into the broad range of possible semantic changes. We can distin-
guish several semantic developments.2 

                                                      
1 See von Soden 1966; 1968; 1977. 
2 Cf. Bussmann 1998:420 s. v. “semantic change.” 
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First, semantic narrowing: “restriction of the semantic scope or con-

text in which the word may be used” (Bussmann 1998:420). Here belong: 
amēluttu, amur, dannu, mukinnu, qallatu, qallu, qalû and unqu. 
Second, semantic widening, “characterized by generalization” (Buss-

mann 1998:420): kī, našpartu, pappasu (?). 
Third, metonymy: manzaltu, nikkassu, sūtu. 
Fourth, metaphor. This category includes mostly verbs: be!ēšu/bīšu, 

¶arā´u, na¶āsu, nasāku, rasānu; but also the verbal nouns nis¶u and pirku. 
Fifth, semantic degeneration: babbanû. 
Other words which can not be classified along these lines, simply des-

ignated as “shift” in the table, are lēta nadû and maškanu. 
 
Position in the Neo-Babylonian lexicon 

The last column describes the position of lexical innovations in the NB 
lexicon. We can distinguish three possibilities. 
First, the innovation fills a semantic gap which means that it desig-

nates something for which before there was no designation at all. Nor-
mally a change in the extra-linguistic reality resulted in the need for a 
new word or phrase. The words for realia in particular belong to this 
category: bīt narkabti/qašti/sīsî, gi¢¢u, guqqû, mu´īptu, nāšu, u!iltu and unqu. 
Other words are: amēluttu, amur, ¶arā´u, kiništu, manzaltu, nâpu/nūptu, 
nis¶u, pappasu, rasānu/rāsinu/rāsinūtu, sissinnu, sūtu and širku. 
Secondly, a lexical innovation replaces an older word which in turn 

becomes obsolete. Without detailed studies of individual lexical fields the 
causes for these replacements are not clear and probably in many cases 
will never be. To this category belong: adû, agâ, akanna(ka), ak(k)ī, allā, 
ašša, babbanû, be!ēšu/bīšu, bēl piqitti, dannu, e¢ēru, ¶amû, kap(a)d, karammu, kī, 
lēta nadû, mār banê, maškanu, mukinnu, na¶āsu, našpartu, nikkassu, nubatta 
bâtu, pirku, pūta našû, qalû, ša¢āru, šelû, te!iqtu, ūmussu and utru. 
Third, sometimes a lexical innovation coexists with an earlier world. I 
have put “synonym” in inverted commas because true synonyms are very 
rare. Since all of our information is derived from texts which are some-
times highly formalized it may often be that what we think is synonymous 
in reality contains finer, different nuances which escape us. However, the 
words in question at least have more or less the same range of meaning. 
To this category belong: bīt dulli, gildu, kādu, lamūtānu, ana madakti alāku, 
ma¶īra epēšu, nasāku ana mu¶¶i, qallatu, qallu, qubbulu, sē¶û, and šalânu-. 
Sometimes these words at the same time replace an older word. See allā, 
e¢ēru, karammu, lēta nadû, nikkassu and šelû. 
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Commentary 

1 According to GAG § 121a, the origin of the word is not clear. But in GAG 
§ 113h von Soden analyses the ending as the locative -ū, which would yield an 
analysis adī (preposition/conjunction) + -ū. If the translation of some EA and Bo. 
attestations of adī by ‘here then’ in CAD A1 131 adû a is correct (but see AHw. 13 
adi F ‘fürwahr,’ followed by Moran 1992:158, n. 7 to no. 87 ‘truly’), this could be 
an argument in favor of this analysis. (In ARM 13, 44:8 adi ana means ‘and also 
for,’ cf. Durand 1997:284 ‘jusque pour’; the reference belongs to CAD adi B ‘to-
gether with.’) 

2 Von Soden 1966:5f.; 1977:184. Cf. hāk ‘jener’ (Dalman 112); hāk, hak ‘this, 
that’ (Ja. 350). 

3 But annû survives in combination with agâ forming the demonstrative 
agannû ‘this.’ 

4 CAD A1 260 (akanna B a) has one Middle Babylonian (MB) attestation which 
is interpreted by AHw. 28 (akânu) as a different word. 

5 See von Soden 1966:6; 1977:184 and AHw. 1542. Cf. hk!/hkh ‘here’ (DNWSI 
279); hākā ‘hier, hierher, jetzt’ (Dalman 112f.); hākā ‘here, hither; in this case, 
now’ (Ja. 350); haka I ‘here’ (DM 120). 

6 < an(a) kī. 
7 AHw. 270 ezib d ‘m/spB selten.’ 
8 The word also sometimes refers to single slaves, see CAD A2 61 c 1′, 2′. 
9 Older awīlūtu is both a collective term (‘people, mankind’) and an abstract 

term (‘status of being freeborn, behaviour of a gentleman’). 
10 < an(a) ša. 
11 For ašša in NB see Hackl 2007:21, 99–101 and 132–133. 
12 In accordance with what is known from adjectives of the nominal pattern 

PaSPaSS like dandannu ‘very mighty’ and kaškaššu ‘very strong,’ the reduplication 
*banbanû, although not actually attested, must have had the superlative meaning 
‘very good’ in MB, which was weakened to simple ‘good’ in NB. A degeneration 
like this is shared by many adjectives of comparable meaning in different lan-
guages. Thus, in German, the adjectives super or toll, in colloquial language have 
become words for normal ‘good’ although they originally had the stronger mean-
ings ‘excellent’ and ‘crazy.’ 

13 In spite of Aram. b!š (cf. b!š1 haf "el ‘to make miserable’ and b!š2 ‘bad, evil’ 
(DNWSI 142); b!š ‘schlecht sein’ (HALAT 1678); b!eš ‘malus fuit’ (Brock. 56); b!eš 
‘schlecht, mißfällig, böse, ärgerlich, krank sein’ (Dalman 47); b!e/iš ‘schlecht, 
mißfällig sein, verdriessen, erkranken’ (WTM I 188); b!e/iš ‘to be bad, displeasing, 
ill; to grow sick’ (Ja. 135); biš (DM 63)), the word is not interpreted as a loan in 
the dictionaries and by von Soden 1966; 1977. The reference for awāt bīšim ‘bad 
news’ from Boghazköy (CAD B 271 bīšu 3a; AHw. 131 bīšu I 1), idiomatically al-
most identical with NB amātu bi!iltu and dibbī bīšūtu, virtually excludes a loan. 

14 See Jursa 2005:25. 
15 Only sporadically attested in NA. 
16 The substantive dannu ‘vat’ is very probably derived from the adjective 

dannu ‘solid, strong’ as is shown by the adjectival plural dannūtu. Less likely, this 
plural is formed on the model of the adjective because of the homonymity of two 
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dannu’s of different etymology. Whereas AHw. 161 is not sure about the deriva-
tion of dannu II, CAD D 99 states “derived from the adj. dannu describing con-
tainers.” But in fact CAD D 93 dannu 1a has only two problematic references for 
dannu with reference to containers: DUG.KALA (AJSL 36, 83:109) translated as ‘a 
thick container’ but probably simply to be read dannu ‘vat,’ and [dug.kalag] = 
[da]n-nu-tu (Ú¶ X 237c, cf. MSL 7, 89) interpreted as ‘NA for dannatu’; however, 
no dannatu-container is otherwise attested, and a form with Assyrian vowel har-
mony in this lexical list is most suspicious. 

17 The adjective dannu is still attested in NB, cf., e. g., Ebeling 1953:89. 
18 As a substantive dannu originally meant ‘the strong one’ in general. 
19 It is almost impossible to determine similarities and differences between the 

various containers for liquids. Many words for beer containers are attested, cf. 
Kämmerer–Schwiderski 1998:59 s. v. “Bierkrug.” 

20 Only D-stem attested in NA. 
21 Both dictionaries distinguish e¢ēru ‘to take away, save’ and e¢ēru ‘to pay’ al-

though they share the logograms KAR and SUR. The first root consonant of both 
verbs cannot be determined, and no Semitic cognates are known. 

22 For the construction of the word see Jursa 2005:48. 
23 For the difference between e¢ēru and ma¶āru in some contexts see Jursa 

2005:44. 
24 See von Soden 1966:8; 1977:186. Cf. gld ‘hide, skin’ (DNWSI 223); geldā 

‘cutis, pellis’ (Brock. 117); gildā ‘Überzug, Platte; Haut, Schorf ’ (Dalman 74); gildā 
‘Haut, Kruste’ (WTM I 331); gildā ‘plate, covering; scab, scurf; skin, leather’ (Ja. 
245); gilda ‘testicle’ (DM 90). 

25 Sum. gíd ‘long.’ 
26 Sum. gúg ‘cake, offering,’ cf. CAD G 135 (guqqanû discussion section). 
27 One attestation: AnSt 7, 130:31 (Sultantepe, 1st mill.). 
28 In NB takālu is only attested in literary texts and in personal names. 
29 Royal inscriptions of the NA period. 
30 A derivation from kâdu A ‘to cease (?), to come to an end (?)’ (CAD K 35) = 

kâdu I ‘festhalten’ (AHw. 420) is improbable. However, no Semitic cognates are 
known. 

31 CAD K 183 comments: “There is no reason to connect this word with ka-
pādu. It is most likely an Aram. expression.” AHw. 443 also questions a connec-
tion with kapādu. However, there is no corresponding root in any of the numer-
ous Aramaic dialects. On the other hand, a semantic development  ‘to plan, to 
strive’ > ‘to hurry’ doesn’t seem to be impossible. 

32 Many other words for ‘granary, silo’ are booked by Kämmerer–Schwiderski 
1998:353 s. v. “Speicher.” 

33 See Hackl 2007:23f. for the semantic development of kī which he separates 
from kī < kīma. 

34 See von Soden 1966:13; 1977:189. Cf. kenīšūtā ‘compressio; congregatio’ 
(Brock. 335); kenūštā ‘congregatio; commune; synagoga; schola’ (ibid. 335); kenīštā 
‘Sammlung; gottesdienstliche Versammlung; Versammlungshaus, Synagoge; 
Gemeinde’ (Dalman 192); kenīšā, kenīštā ‘Versammlung, Versammlungsort’ (WTM 
II 359); kenīšūtā ‘Versammlung’ (ibid. 360); kenišā, keništā ‘gathering, assembly’ (Ja. 
649); kinša ‘assembly, congregation’ (DM 214); kinša ‘assembly, congregation’ 
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(ibid. 214); kništa ‘assembly congregation, place of congregation, synagogue, 
church’ (ibid. 291). 

35 See von Soden 1966:76; 1977:189. Cf. lwy ‘accompany’ (DNWSI 569); lewāt 
‘bei’ (HALAT 1731); lwā ‘sich anschliessen, begleiten’ (Dalman 214); lwī, lwā ‘to 
join, cling to; to escort’ (Ja. 697); lwā ‘anhangen’ (WTM II 484); lwā ‘comitatus 
est,’ lewītā ‘comitatus; funus’ (Brock. 360); lwa ‘to go with, accompany, conduct, 
escort’ (DM 232). 

36 lēta nadû, literally ‘to incline the cheek,’ in OB and SB most often has the 
meaning ‘to pay attention to’ which is still attested in NB. On the other hand, in 
NB it is more frequently a gesture of ‘becoming careless.’ 

37 See CAD M1 257 (mār banê 2) for SB attestations from the inscriptions of As-
surbanipal. 

38 See Jursa 2005:10 for this interpretation. 
39 AHw. 102 (banû I 1a). 
40 maškanu, in OB designates the ‘threshing floor’ and in MB means ‘place.’ 

Both meanings can be derived from the literal meaning ‘place of putting.’ But in 
NB maškanu means ‘pledge’ which is derived from the literal meaning ‘object of 
putting,’ an example for the much wider semantic range of maPRaS nouns than 
described by our grammars (see Streck 2002). 

41 The meaning ‘witness’ is only attested once in OB, see CAD M2 186 (mu-
kinnu 1a). 

42 na¶āsu as a movement of persons is still attested in NB. 
43 One lexical attestation each (CAD N2 327 nâpu A and 343 nūptu). 
44 According to AHw. 804, the word might be a loan from Aramaic. Von So-

den 1968:262: “dürfte aram. Herkunft sein … Allerdings fehlen mir Nachweise 
für dieses Wort … aus den jüngeren aram. Sprachen. Daher bleibt die Ableitung 
unsicher.” Cf. DNWSI 723 s. v. nwph: “highly uncert. interpret.” 

45 našpartu in the OB of Mari had the meaning ‘written order, message,’ which 
was widened to any ‘instruction,’ written or not, in NB.s 

46 Cf. AHw. 761 “u(nbekannter) H(erkunft).” 
47 One NA attestation in CAD N2 229 nikkasssu 3b = SAA 10, 359rev.:15. 
48 Semantic development ‘account’ > ‘things accounted’ > ‘property.’ 
49 In NB attested only in literary texts (AHw. 144). 
50 ‘Something cut off ’ > ‘expense.’ 
51 Probably ‘income in form of porridge’ > ‘income of all kinds.’ 
52 In NA rarely attested, cf. CAD P 403. 
53 According to von Soden 1968:263, the word would be ‘eine in dieser Form 

aram. sonst nicht bezeugte Ableitung von praq ‘einlösen’; cf. also von Soden 1977: 
192 and AHw. 855 perku B. But this is phonologically and semantically difficult: 
the Akkadian root is *prk, not *prq, and the latter in Aramaic never has the mean-
ing ‘harm, wrong.’ The etymologically corresponding root *prk in Aramaic also 
has a different meaning: prk1 ‘to break, to damage’ (DNWSI 938); prak ‘zer-
bröckeln, zermalmen, widerlegen,’ pirkā ‘Widerlegung’ (Dalman 348f.). There-
fore, the meaning ‘harm, wrong’ seems to be due to an inner-Akkadian semantic 
shift rather than a loan from Aramaic. Given that the root *prk has a general basic 
meaning ‘to separate,’ this shift is not surprising. Note that CAD P gives three 
lemmata: pirku, A ‘harm, wrong,’ B transversal …,’ and C ‘width’ (the latter said 
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to be a ‘foreign word’); the references in AHw. 867 pirqu II ‘Auslösung’ are 
booked under CAD pirku A. For NB pirqūtu ‘freedom,’ a loan from Aramic *prq, 
see Weisberg 2000 and OIP 122, 38:45 with commentary p. 73. 

54 ‘Something lying across’ > ‘harm.’ 
55 Cf. Streck 1992:147f. The logogram GÉME can be read both qallatu and amtu 

in NB. For GÉME = amtu see also the writing KUR ti-GÉME for māt tâmti (ti-amti) 
(Jursa 1999:20). 

56 See von Soden 1968:264; 1977:193. Cf. qbl Pael ‘empfangen’ (HALAT 1771); 
qubbālā ‘acceptio; receptio, convivium; adoptio’ (Brock. 642); qbl Pael ‘erhalten, em-
pfangen; aufnehmen; übernehmen; klagen,’ qublānā ‘Entgegennahme,’ qabbālūtā 
‘Annahme’ (Dalman 353); qabbālūtā ‘Aufnahme’ (WTM IV 237); qabbālūtā ‘recep-
tion, taking’ (Ja. 1310); qbl ‘to receive, accept, offer up, take, approve, advance, 
promote, put forward, prefer; to confront, meet with, advance (against or towards), 
bring against, oppose, accuse, impeach’ (DM 404). 

57 Both used in the payment clause of sale contracts, cf. Jursa 2005:29, note 
155. 

58 The relationship between the older and the NB rasānu is not entirely clear. 
According to Kessler 1991:81, the NB meaning could be derived from the older 
one: “Es mag durchaus sein, daß die Begriffe entsprechend der Bedeutung des 
Verbums rasānu auf dem Hintergrund kultischer Handlungen unter Verwen-
dung von Wasser oder anderer Flüssigkeiten, sei es bei der täglichen Zubereitung 
von Speisen oder deren Präsentation, entstanden sind.” His further argument 
((ibid. 82), that a “Grundbedeutung ‘Pfründenaus- oder Pfründen-
durchführung’ ” might be possible as well is true for NB but does not answer the 
question of the origin of this meaning of rasānu. I cannot detect an Aramic origin 
of the word. Note that rasānu and its derivations is in use in Uruk only; in Baby-
lon and Sippar its counterpart is epēšu/ēpišānu/ēpišānūtu (Jursa 1999:44, n. 149). 

59 Sum. rig7, the verbal base of the composite verb sa×–rig7 ‘to donate’? How-
ever, CAD volume S considers it to be a strange spelling for širku, which has the 
same meaning. 

60 Together with širku. 
61 The sissinnu-remuneration consisted of dates. 
62 The sūtu rent consisted of agricultural products measured by the sūtu-vessel. 
63 Cf. ša lā which corresponds to Aramaic delā. Whether NB ša lā is a calque of 

the Aramaic expression (AHw. 521 s. v. lā C 2c) is doubtful, because ša lā is at-
tested already in OB. 

64 Only rarely attested in NB letters and economic texts, see CAD B 72 balu k 2′. 
65 In NA only rarely attested, see AHw. 1203 ša¢āru I 1 and CAD Š2 223 1 b 3′ 

and 224 1 b 4′. In SB I. mill. references only. 
66 Both words only in NB royal inscriptions, see CAD Š3 144 ši¢irtu b and 145f. 

ši¢ru 1 b 2′. 
67 See von Soden 1968:268; 1977:195. Cf. šālū ‘Nachlässigkeit’ (HALAT 1790); 

šelī ‘quievit; desiit; tacuit; mansit’ (Brock. 778); šelā, šelī ‘sorglos sein; vergessen; ir-
ren’ (Dalman 404); šelī, šelā ‘vergessen, etwas gedankenlos thun’ (WTM IV 562); šelē, 
šelā ‘to be at ease, quiet, unconcerned; to neglect, forget; to be unaware, err, make a 
mistake’ (Ja. 1582); šālūtā ‘neglect, error, forgetfulness’ (ibid. 1579); šla I ‘to be quiet, 
still, rest, stay still, be at ease; to desist, be motionless,’ afel ‘to abandon’ (DM 466). 
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68 “Exceptionally NA, when referring to Babylonians” CAD Š2 106 širku A b. 
For a SB attestation see ibid. a. 

69 širku ‘gift’ (CAD Š2 111 širku B) is not attested in OB or MB, and only very 
rarely in Ugarit, Middle Assyrian and NB. 

70 Together with riqqu. 
71 See von Soden 1968:268; 1977:196; Cf. "uq ‘eng sein; bedrängt sein; Angst 

haben’ (Dalman 308); "uq ‘to be narrow, pressed; to feel pain, disgust; to be sick 
of ’ (Ja. 1056); "uq ‘drücken, drängen’ (WTM III 628f.); "wq ‘to be weary’ (CSD 
406); auq, huq I, "uq ‘to be anxious, worry’ (DM 10); aquta ‘distress, adversity, 
need, evil, ill will, envy harm’ (ibid. 34); aqta ‘distress, need, adversity, hardship, 
penury, want, privation’ (ibid. 34). 
 
Conclusion 

The kind of analysis of the Akkadian lexicon which has been presented 
here will offer us a deeper insight into the lexical structures of individual 
periods of attestation and the development of the lexicon in the course of 
time. It should be supplemented by a contrast of the different dialects, 
particulary Babylonian and Assyrian, which has already been started by 
L. Kogan (2006).3 At the end, this analysis of the Akkadian lexicon will be 
an important element of the still unwritten comprehensive history of the 
Akkadian language. 
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